Hazard Awareness Training Program

Mine ID # _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

Contractor ID _ _ _

Hazard Awareness Training Program (Section 46.11)

Date: 12
_ _ / 12
_ _ / _12_

Site-specific hazard awareness training must be given before any person specified under this
section is exposed to mine hazards [Section 46.11(a)].
This training must be given to any person who is not a miner as defined by Section 46.2 but is
present at the mine site. Such persons may include, but are not limited to, office personnel,
delivery workers, and customers [Section 46.11(b)]. This training must also be provided to
miners, such as drillers or blasters, who move from one mine to another mine while remaining
employed by the same production-operator or independent contractor [Section 46.11(c)].
Site-specific hazard awareness training is not required for any person who is accompanied at all
times by an experienced miner who is familiar with hazards specific to the mine [Section
46.11(f)].
The production-operator has primary responsibility for ensuring that hazard awareness training is
given to employees of independent contractors who are required to receive that training. The
production-operator must provide information to each independent contractor who employs a
person at the mine on site-specific mine hazards [Section 46.12(a)]. Also, the independent
contractor must inform the production-operator of any hazards they may create while working at
the mine [Section 46.12(b)(2)].
Each independent contractor who employs a miner (as defined in Section 46.2) at the mine has
primary responsibility for providing new miner training, newly-hired experienced miner training,
new task training, and annual refresher training. Independent contractors will inform the
production-operator of any hazards contractors may create by the performance of their work at
the mine [Section 46.12(b)].
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A. Training must address site-specific health and safety risks. The training will include the
following subjects or other special safety procedures, where appropriate [Section 46.11(d)].
Independent contractors who will be receiving hazard awareness training from the productionoperator and will not need to provide this training to their own employees or employees of other
independent contractors are not required to complete this part of the training plan.
Contractors may check here when this part is:

not applicable.

1. Hazards a miner may be exposed to while at the mine, including applicable emergency
procedures
Approximate Time(s): 12
_ _ hours 12
_ _ minutes

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

Teaching Methods:
œ lecture
œ discussion
œ audiovisual
œ written warnings

œ demonstration
œ site tour
other

Course Training Materials:
œ MSHA
œ company
œ vendor/manufacturer
œ company rules/policies

checklist(s)
signs and posted warnings
applicable regulations
other

Evaluation Procedures:
œ oral feedback
œ written feedback

observation
other

If other subjects will be taught to cover site-specific health and safety risks at the mine, the
“Yes” box is checked and a completed “Health and Safety Subject(s)” page for each is attached.
œ Yes

œ No

If other subjects will be taught based on circumstances or conditions at the mine, the “Yes” box
should be checked and a completed “Other Subject(s)” page for each attached.
œ Yes

No
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Mine ID # _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

Contractor ID _ _ _

Section 46.11
A. Health and Safety Subject(s)
(Check one subject from the following:)
Unique geologic or environmental conditions
Recognition and avoidance of hazards such as electrical hazards
Powered haulage hazards
Traffic patterns and control, and restricted areas
Warning and evacuation signals
Evacuation and emergency procedures
Other special safety procedures

Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes
Teaching Methods:
lecture
discussion
audiovisual
Course Training Materials:
œ MSHA
œ company
œ vendor/manufacturer
œ company rules/policies
Evaluation Procedures:
oral feedback
œ written feedback

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

demonstration
site tour
other

checklist(s)
applicable regulations
other

œ observation
other
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Mine ID # _ _ - _ _ _ _ _

Contractor ID _ _ _

Section 46.11
Other Subject(s)
Subject Title:
[Section 46.11(d)]
Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes

to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

Teaching Methods:
œ lecture
œ discussion
œ audiovisual
œ computer

demonstration
œ site tour
other

Course Training Materials:
œ MSHA
œ company
œ vendor/manufacturer
Evaluation Procedures:
œ oral feedback
œ written feedback

applicable regulations
other

observation
other
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B. Training must be provided to miners, such as drillers or blasters, who move from one
mine to another mine while remaining employed by the same production-operator or
independent contractor [Section 46.11(c)].
Independent contractors who will be receiving this training from the production-operator and
will not be providing this training to employees of other independent contractors are not
required to complete this part of the training plan.
Contractors may check here when this part is:

not applicable.

1. Hazards a miner may be exposed to while at the mine, including applicable emergency
procedures
Approximate Time(s): _ _ hours _ _ minutes
Teaching Methods:
œ lecture
œ discussion
œ audiovisual
œ computer
Course Training Materials:
œ MSHA
œ company
œ vendor/manufacturer
Evaluation Procedures:
oral feedback
written feedback
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to _ _ hours _ _ minutes

demonstration
site tour
other

œ applicable regulations
other

observation
other
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